Abstract. Calculations of equivalent length from an artificial advected tracer provide new insight into the isentropic transport processes occurring within the Antarctic stratospheric vortex. These calculations show two distinct regions of approximately equal area: a strongly mixed vortex core and a broad ring of we. akly mixed air extending out to the vortex boundary. This broad ring of vortex air remains isolated from the core between late winter and midspring. Satellite measurements of stratospheric H20 confirm that the isolation lasts until at least mid-October. A three-dimensional chemical transport model simulation of the Antarctic ozone hole quantifies the ozone loss within this ring and demonstrates its isolation. In contrast to the vortex core, ozone loss in the weakly mixed broad ring is not complete. The reasons are twofold. First, warmer temperatures in the broad ring prevent continuous polar stratospheric cloud (PSC) formation and the associated chemical processing (i.e., the conversion of unreactive chlorine into reactive forms). Second, the isolation prevents ozone-rich air from the broad ring mixing with chemically processed air from the vortex core. If the stratosphere continues to cool, this will lead to increased PSC formation and more complete chemical processing in the broad ring. Despite the expected decline in halocarbons, sensitivity studies suggest that this mechanism will lead to enhanced ozone loss in the weakly mixed region, delaying the future recovery of the ozone hole.
Introduction
The Antarctic ozone hole [Farman et al., 1985] With the rapid polar ozone loss processes initiated by sunlight, the ozone hole develops from the vortex-edge region inward to the core. The poleward propagation of this ozone loss in the presence of reactive chlorine is limited by the poleward retreat of the terminator (the boundary which delineates polar night), by planetary waves exposing deeper vortex air to sunlight and by the strength of mixing within the vortex region. In a model study of the 1994 winter and spring, Lee [1996] showed that during late winter, ozone loss did not propagate poleward significantly faster than the terminator. This result suggested that the mixing of air between the vortex-edge region and the vortex core was weak, but the study did not assess the accuracy of this aspect of the model. Similar results were found in a model study of the 1996 winter and spring [Lee et al., 2000] , using the same model as in this work (see section 4). Measurements of ozone were also assessed and showed very good agreement with all aspects of the model calculations. In this paper, we diagnose the transport structure of the lower stratosphere, enabling us to investigate the isolation of the vortex-edge region from the vortex core. The impact this isolation has on the development of the Antarctic ozone hole is investigated using a three- 
Weak Mixing Inferred From Measurements of Water Vapor in the Vortex-Edge Region
The calculations of section 2 relied on the accuracy of meteorological analyses in a data-poor area, so we examined measurements of tracers which might help di- Further, we can determine the confinement of ozone loss occurring within the vortex-edge region. Although the edge region occupies a broad band of width 10 ø in equivalent latitude, one problem is that its mean equivalent latitude changes during the winter and spring. However, Figure I shows that the 60 ø to 65øS equivalentlatitude range remains a region of weak mixing throughout the winter and spring. Hence we can explore the confinement by examining ozone loss which occurs only within this narrower range and by following that ozone loss as it is transported to other equivalent latitudes. This was done during the model run by calculating a tracer which is the integral only of ozone loss that occurs in a particular equivalent latitude band. The tracer is then advected by the analyzed winds in the same way as other trace gases in the model: no specific trajectories need be calculated. Figure 6 shows the evolution of ozone loss which occurs in the equivalent latitude range 60 ø to 65øS: the loss remains confined to the vortex edge region until mid-October. To determine how this compares to the evolution of ozone loss which occurs within the vortex core, Figure 7 shows the evolution of ozone loss which occurs in the equivalent latitude range 70 ø to 75øS: the loss is rapidly mixed throughout the core, rather than being confined to the equivalent-latitude band at which the loss originally occurred.
Discussion
From our modeling studies we now have a new picture of the Antarctic ozone hole. There are two regions which remain distinct until at least mid-October: a core which is well mixed and a broad edge region in which mixing is weak. The properties of each region differ considerably. In the edge region, stratospheric temperatures are warmer and so PSCs are less frequent, but it sees more sunlight earlier in the year. This results in greater ozone loss in the edge region until midSeptember ( Figure 5 ). Although the area covered by the two regions is similar, the fact that isentropic surfaces bend upward to lower pressures at the pole means that the edge region is more massive than the core. Nor would we expect the loss averaged over the whole ozone hole to recover as rapidly as anticipated. This has obvious implications for future ozone values in late summer in the Southern Hemisphere as a whole.
